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The equipment capacity and operation planning of a compound energy system (microgrid) with renewable energy sources is a 
dynamic, multivariate, nonlinear problem. Genetic algorithms (GA) provide a facile method for solving such problems and can 

be easily adapted to complicated energy systems. However, conventional GAs require a long runtime when the microgrid contains 
numerous energy sources and the solution must be highly accurate. This work introduces a preliminary step in which experimental 
design techniques, namely, an orthogonal table experiment and a factorial-effect diagram are used to find an operation method that 
is close to the optimal solution for the energy system. The optimal operation solution is determined by using the operation method 
obtained from the orthogonal table experiment as the initial generation of chromosomes for the conventional GA. This proposed 
method does not find a strictly mathematical optimal solution, but the quasi-optimum solution is far more accurate than that from 
convention GAs and can be used industrially. The characteristics of the output power sources are found to strongly affect the analytic 
accuracy for the example of a microgrid. Analysis results using fuel cells or gas engine generator will be given in this presentation.
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